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Answer: A

QUESTION: 58
If an end user wanted to change the email address where his Subscriptions are sent,
what steps would he take to make this change within the Deployment Manager client?

A. Open the Subscriptions Recipient entry under User Preferences within the
Properties of the Content Server Connection folder.
B. Open User menu and select Notification tab.
C. Update the Mailing Address entry within Tools => Preferences.
D. Contact administrator who will make the change to the user within the Server
Administration tab.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 59
A customer reports she is unable to add a Modeler stream to a C&DS job. What
would be a valid debugging step?

A. Check if the Modeler Server is running.
B. Verify if the Modeler adapters have been installed. The Modeler adapters are
required for C&DS
to process Modeler streams.
C. Check if the user has the "Run Modeler Streams" action added to her role.
D. Check if the user has the proper permissions to the Modeler Server.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 60
An administrator has set up Notifications for multiple users on a particular Modeler
stream in the Content Repository. One user complains of not receiving any
notifications. Which of the following actions would allow the administrator to verify
if he has correctly set up a notification for this user?

A. Select the job that runs the Modeler stream and verify if the user was added to the
Success notifications with a correct email address.
B. Right-click the Modeler stream and choose Notifications. Verify if the user has
been added with a correct email address.
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C. Right-click the Modeler stream and choose Subscriptions. Verify if the user has
been added with a correct email address.
D. ight-click the Modeler stream and choose Manage Subscriptions. Verify if the user
has been added with a correct email address.

Answer: B
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